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Abstract
This paper applies a new metaheuristic algorithm called Heap-Based optimizer (HBO) for solving the combined
heat and power economic load dispatch problem (CHPED). The HBO is inspired based on simulating the interaction
in a group of people working together inside an organization with a specific order to achieve their common goal.
The performance of HBO is assessed through different cases. Even both power demand and heat demand are
continuously increased in each case, the optimal results given by HBO in all case studies are quite impressive while
comparing with the other methods. Hence, HBO is a very promising method for solving the optimization problem.
Key words: Meta-heuristic algorithm; combined heat and power economic dispatch; Heap – Base optimizer; load
demand.
1.

Introduction

The combined heat and power problem (CHPED) is now become one of the top considered problem. The main
goal needed to achieve while solving the CHPED problem is to minimize total fuel cost for running different type of
generators. The idea of combining heat and power is to make use of a huge volume of heat extracted during the
operating process of thermal power plant. In practice, this idea is implemented under the name called the cogeneration technology. The benefits that this technology offers are improving the productivity of thermal power
plant substantially over the conventional one, optimizing the use of fossil fuel such as oil, coal, nature gas, etc. and,
therefore, mitigating the negative effects to environment.
By acknowledging the important role of the CHPED problem, there are lot of studies proposed to solve this problem
such as Dual programming (DP) [1], Two-layer algorithm [2], the improved ant colony search algorithm (IACS) [3],
Evolutionary programming (EP) [4], Genetic algorithm (GA) and its improved versions [6-8], harmonic search
algorithm (HSA) and its modified versions [9-11], particle swarm optimization (PSO) and its improved versions
[12-14], Bee colony optimization (BCA) [15], The hybridizing Bat algorithm (BA) and Artificial bee colony (ABC)
[15], The sequential quadratic programming (SQP) [16], Mesh adaptive direct search algorithm (MASA) [17],
Direct search method (DSM) [18], Artificial immune system (AIS) [20], Lagrange relaxation with surrogate subgradient multiplier updates [21], Teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) [22], Whale optimization algorithm
(WOA) [23], and Deep reinforce learning (DRL) [24].
In this research a new meta-heuristic named Heap – Base optimizer (HBO) [25] is applied to determine the optimal
results for CHPED problem. Previously, this new algorithm have proved its high performance though different
testing function performed by the author.
The main contribution of the study can be summarized as follows:
- A new method is successfully applied to solve the CHPED problem.
- The optimal results reached by the HBO is noticeably better than the similar ones reported from other
methods though different case of studies.
- During the whole process of solving the CHPED problem all complicated constraint involved are satisfied.
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2.

Problem formula

2.1. Objective function
The objective function of the problem is presented as follows:
N dp

Nph

N cg

=i 1 =
k 1

=j 1

Minimize TFCC = ∑ FCdpi ( Pdpi ) + ∑ FC phk ( H phk ) + ∑ FCcgj ( Pcgj , H cgj )

•

(1)

The fuel cost of power generator is described approximately as a quadratic function as below
2
FCdpi ( Pdpi ) =
adpi + bdpi Pdpi + cdpi Pdpi

(2)

where a dpi , b dpi and c dpi are the fuel consumed coefficients of the dedicated power generator i. P dpi is the
power generated by dedicated power generator i.
• The fuel cost for heat generator is also described in the same form as the power dedicated generator one.
2
FC phk ( H phk ) =
a phk + bphk H phk + c phk H phk
(4)
where a phk , b phk and c phk are fuel coefficients of the heat generator k. H phk is the amount of heat generated
by the heat generator k.
• The fuel cost mathematical expression of the combined generator is a combination of the two separate
quadratic functions as below:
2
2
FCcgj ( Pcgj , H cgj ) =
acgj + bcgj Pcgj + ccgj Pcgj
+ kcgj H cgj + lcgj H cgj
+ mcgj H cgj Pcgj
(5)
where P cgj and H cgj are the amount of power and heat generated by the combined generators j. a cgj , b cgj , c cgj ,
k cgj , l cgj and m cgj are the fuel coefficients of the combined generators j
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2.2. Constraints
There are two types of constraint that need to impose strictly in CHPED problem: the operating constraints of
generators and the equivalent constraints. These types of constraint are described in details in the next-subsection
below:
2.2.1. The operating constraints of generators
The operating constraint for the dedicated power generator is modeled as follows:

Pdpi ,min ≤ Pdpi ≤ Pdpi ,max

(6)

Similarly, the operating constraint of heat generator is all about the amount of heat produced and its mathematical
model is described as follows:

H phk ,min ≤ H phk ≤ H phk ,max

(9)

Finally, the constraints belonging combined generator are regarding the ability to producing the bulk of heat and
power within its restrictions. The mathematical expression of this constraints is presented as below

Pcgj ,min ( H cgj ) ≤ Pcgj ≤ Pcgj ,max ( H chj )

(7)

H cgj ,min ( Pcgj ) ≤ H cgj ≤ H cgj ,max ( Pcgj )

(8)
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2.2.2. The equivalent constraints
This constraint is about the relationship between the amount of consumed by load, the total power produced by all
generators in system and the amount of power loss in transmission lines. This relationship is illustrated by the
Equation (10) below:
N dp

N cg

PD + PL − ∑ Pdpi − ∑ Pcgj =
0

(10)

=i 1 =j 1

And, the power loss is calculated by using the Equation 11 below
Ndp + Ncg Ndp + Ncg

∑

=
PL

∑

=i 1 =j 1

PB
i ij Pj +

Ndp + Ncg

∑

=i 1

B0i Pi + B00

(11)

Where, P i and P j are respectively represented for the power bulk injected at node i and node j; B ij , B 0i and B 00 are
loss coefficients picked up from loss matrix
R

R

R

R

R

R

R
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R

R

2.2.3. The heat equivalent constraints
Similar to the power balance constraint, this constraints depict the correlation between the heat supply side and the
consuming side that they must be equal. The constraint is formulated as follows:
N cg

N ph

H D − ∑ H cgj − ∑ H phk =
0

(12)

=j 1 =
k 1

3.

The HBO

3.1. Initialization
In this step, the important parameters need to set such as the staff number or population size (Pop); dimension (d);
upper (S max ) and lower boundary (S min ) of variables, the utilized-determined parameter (UD), quantity of managers
(qm); maximum number of iterations (Max_iter);
The initial population is generated randomly as follows:
R

R

R

R

𝑆𝑖 = 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑑(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑃𝑜𝑝

(9)

Each solution 𝑆𝑖 is a term of the general matrix (S) and the fitness value of each solution is a term of the fitness
matrix (F). M and F are expressed as follows:
S = [𝑆𝑖 ] 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑃𝑜𝑝
𝐹 = [𝐹𝑖 ] 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑃𝑜𝑝

3.2. Update procedure
The whole update procedure is described in details at below:
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3.2.1.

The formulation of the interaction between staffs and their direct manager

In any company or organization every action for work implemented by staff is affected directly by their direct upper
manager. This relationship is formulated as a mathematic equation as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑈𝑀𝑑 + 𝜀𝛿 𝑑 �𝑈𝑀𝑑 − 𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡)�

(12)

Where, S represents for a feasible solution or it can be considered as a specific particle of Population (Pop). d is the
dimension or the quantity of variables of the problem considered, i is the particle ith of the population and i = 1, 2, …
Pop. t is the current iteration and t = 1, 2, …, Max_iter with Max_iter is the maximum number of iteration. UM is
the direct upper manager. 𝜀, 𝛿 𝑑 are the designed parameters, respectively. Both 𝜀 and 𝛿 𝑑 are determined as the
equations below:
(13)
𝛿 𝑑 = 2𝑟0 − 1
P

Where, 𝑟0 is a random value in [0,1]

𝜀 = �2 −

𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
�
𝑈𝐷
�
𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
4𝑈𝐷

�𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑

Where UD is utilized-determine parameter. By experiments, UD is set by
computational performance.
3.2.2.

P

(14)

𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
25

in other to achieve the stable

The formulation of the interaction between staffs

In the process of complete a particular task ordered each staff not only affected by their direct upper manager but
also sometime they need to collaborate or ask for support from their colleague… This interaction is depicted as a
mathematic model as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) = �

𝑑
𝑑
𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝
+ 𝜀𝛿 𝑑 �𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝
− 𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡) �,
𝑑
𝑆𝑖𝑑 + 𝜀𝛿 𝑑 �𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝
− 𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡)�,

𝑓�𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝 � < 𝑓(𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡))

𝑓�𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝 � ≥ 𝑓(𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡))

(15)

Where, 𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝 is random selection partner that a staff 𝑆𝑖 chooses to collaborate with in order to complete their own
task.
3.2.3.

The formulation of the contribution of each staff

In this section, the contribution of each staff is represented by 𝑆𝑖𝑑 and the mathematic model of this section is
described briefly as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡)

(16)

It can be viewed from the Equation 5 that the update new variables process of each particle at the next iteration is
unchanged. This behavior according to the developer that it can support to regulate the variation ratio of a particle in
its update new variables process
3.2.4.

The orientation of entire update new variable process

Each component of P hc is calculated following the equations bellows:
R

R
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𝑃ℎ𝑐1 = 1 −

𝑡
𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑃ℎ𝑐2 = 𝑃ℎ𝑐1 +
𝑃ℎ𝑐2 = 𝑃ℎ𝑐2 +

1 − 𝑃ℎ𝑐1
2

1 − 𝑃ℎ𝑐1
=1
2

(17)

(18)

(19)

While these harmonic choosing parameters are determined completely, the final step about update process of HBO
is clarified as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡),
𝑃0 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑐1
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑈𝑀 + 𝜀𝛿 �𝑈𝑀 − 𝑆𝑖 (𝑡)�, 𝑃ℎ𝑐1 < 𝑃0 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑐2
𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) =
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑 𝑑
𝑆
+
𝜀𝛿
�𝑆
⎨ 𝑟𝑠𝑝
𝑟𝑠𝑝 − 𝑆𝑖 (𝑡) �, 𝑃ℎ𝑐2 < 𝑃0 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑐3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓�𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝 � < 𝑓(𝑆𝑖 (𝑡))
⎪ 𝑑
𝑑
− 𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡)�, 𝑃ℎ𝑐2 < 𝑃0 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑐3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓�𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝 � ≥ 𝑓(𝑆𝑖𝑑 (𝑡))
⎩ 𝑆𝑖 + 𝜀𝛿 𝑑 �𝑆𝑟𝑠𝑝
⎧
⎪

(20)

3.3. Checking and correcting new solution
Checking new solutions can be performed as follows:
𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 < 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 = � 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 > 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(21)

3.4. Validating the quality of new solution

The main job of this section is validating the quality of new solution. Each new solution will be validated its quality
through the new fitness value given by the fitness function feature by the problem considered. This work is modelled
following the equation below:
𝐹 𝑛𝑒𝑤 = [𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 ] 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑃𝑜𝑝

(22)

3.5. Comparing and saving the better solution

In this step the new fitness value of new solution will be compared with the old one at the previous iteration. The
solutions with better quality will replace the old ones and they will be utilized for the next iteration. This procedure
is formulated as below:
𝑀𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 < 𝐹𝑖
𝑀𝑖 = � 𝑖
𝑀𝑖 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

4.

Numerical results

𝐹𝑖 = �

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 < 𝐹𝑖
𝐹𝑖 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 > 𝐹𝑖

(23)

(24)

In this section, the HBO is applied to solve the CHPED in the system with the specific information is described in
Table B1. Besides, performance of HBO is evaluated through three separate cases with different load parameters
for each case. Specifically, case 1 with the value of power demand and heat demand are 175 MW and 110MWth,
respectively while these value for Case 2 are 200 MW and 115MWth, respectively and finally 225 MW and
125MWth for Case 3. In each case the quantity of maximum iteration (Maxiter) is varied from 75 to 150.
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[Y
VALUE])

150
100

C([X
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[Y
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0
0

50

100

150

200

Heat (MWth)
Figure 1: The feasible working zone of the combined generator

4.1. Case 1: Power demand 175 MW and Heat demand 110 MWth
Min.cost

STD

8556.02
8556.01
8556
8555.99
8555.98

30.0
8556.0068
25.0
23.1
20.0

19.2

15.0

8555.9713

8555.97

8555.9625
7.7

8555.96

8555.9625
5.9

8555.95
8555.94

10.0
5.0
0.0

Maxiter=75 Maxiter=100 Maxiter=125 Maxiter=150

Figure 2: The value of Min.cost and STD for Case 1
Figure 2 above presents the Minimum cost value (Min.cost) and the STD value reached by HBO with different
quantity of maximum iteration (Maxiter). Specifically, the blue bar presents for the Min.cost value and the orange
line illustrated of the STD value. It easy to come to a general conclusion that while increasing the number of Maxiter
both Min.cost and STD value are better. And, this conclusion is one more time proved by data given by the Figure 3
below. Explicitly, both Mean cost value (Mean.cost) and Maximum cost value (Max.cost) decreases while the
quantity of iteration becomes larger.
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Maxiter=125

Maxiter=150

8646.2791

8558.6289

8580

8559.8559

8600

8566.0336

8620

8573.3528

Total fuel cost ($/h)

8640

8644.276

8660

8590.9247

Maxiter=100

8602.5626

Maxiter=75

8560
8540
8520
8500
Mean.cost

Max.cost

Figure 3: The value of Mean.cost and Max.cost for Case 1
Table 1: The comparison of Min.cost value given by HBO with the other methods
Method

Min. cost ($/h)

LCPSO [13]

8555.9625

LCPSO-CD [13]

8555.9625

LWPSO [13]

8555.9626

LWPSO-CD [13]

8555.9625

GCPSO [13]

8555.9625

GCPSO-CD [13]

8555.9625

GWPSO [13]

8555.9625

GWPSO-CD [13]

8555.9625

MADS-LHS [18]

8622.0748

MADS-PSO [18]

8629.4156

MADS-DACE [18]

8555.9625

LR-SSMU-CSS [21]

8555.9625

LR-SSMU- SSBS [21]

8555.9625

HBO

8555.9625

While HBO placed among many other methods to evaluate its performance, the Min.cost value given by HBO is
better than the similar ones reached by the MADS-LHS [18] and the MADS-PSO [18]. The Min.cost values reported
by remaining methods in Table 1 are equal the number reached by HBO.
4.2. Case 2: Power demand 200MW and Heat demand 115 MWth
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Figure 4: The value of Min.cost and STD for Case 2
In this case the HBO is run with the Maxiter varied from 25 to 100. Similar to case 1, the blue bar represented for
the Min.cost value is become shorter while the quantity of Maxiter is increased. In addition the increasing of
Maxiter value makes the SDT value become better. Specifically, the optimal value of Min.cost can be reached after
75 iteration with the STD value is 13.1. However, while the maximum quantity of iteration increased up to 100, the
Min.cost obtained is still unchanged but the STD in this situation is only 0.1. This value of STD is every impressive
for a meta-heuristic.
Maxiter=25

Maxiter=50

Maxiter=75

Maxiter=100

9100

9257.0893

9200

9260.1646

9300

9269.9202

9400

9257.7822

9500

9326.9069

9600

9337.0612

Total fuel cost ($/h)

9700

9406.2607

9760.2856

9800

9000
Mean.cost

Max.cost

Figure 5: The value of Mean.cost and Max.cost for Case 2
Figure 5 above reports the value of Mean.cost and Max.cost with different case of Maxiter. Specifically, the quantity
of maximum iteration is also regulated in the interval of 25 and 100. In term of the Mean.cost, the difference caused
by increasing Maxiter is only viewed clearly in case of the quantity of maximum iteration varied from 25 to 50.
After that, the differences between 50, 75 and 100 of Maxiter are still have but not much. Regarding the Max.cost,
this value is also decreased as the quantity of Maxiter increased. For all of the situations with different values of
Maxiter, the decrease of Max.cost can be viewed clearly.
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Table 2: The comparison of Min.cost value given by HBO with the other methods for Case 2
Method
Min. cost ($/h)
LR [2]
9,257.10
IACSA [3]
9,452.20
EP [4]
9,257.10
IGA-MU [5]
9,257.08
GA [7]
9,267.20
HSA [9]
9,257.07
LCPSO [13]
9257.075
LCPSO-CD [13]
9257.075
LWPSO [13]
9257.075
LWPSO-CD [13]
9257.075
GCPSO [13]
9257.075
GCPSO-CD [13]
9257.075
GWPSO [13]
9257.075
GWPSO-CD [13]
9257.075
MADS–LHS [18]
9277.1311
MADS–PSO [18]
9301.3567
MADS–DACE [18]
9257.0754
NDS[19]
9,257.07
LRSS [21]
9,257.07
HBO
9257.075
Table 2 above presents a larger comparison about the HBO performance with many other methods. In this case, the
competitive ability regarding searching for the Min.cost value of HBO is repeatedly proved. Specifically, the
Min.cost value reached by HBO is 9257.075 ($/h) while the similar values reported from LR [2], IACSA [3], EP [4],
IGA-MU [5], GA [7], HAS [9], MADS-LHS [18], MADS-PSO [18], NDS [19] and LRSS [21] are respectively
9257.10 ($/h), 9452.20 ($/h), 9257.10 ($/h), 9257.08 ($/h), 9267.20 ($/h), 9257.07 ($/h), 9277.1311 ($/h),
9301.3567 ($/h), 9257.0754 ($/h), 9257.07 ($/h), 9257.07 ($/h).
4.3. Case 3: Power demand 225 MW and Heat demand 125 MWth
Min.cost
10074.65
10074.6

STD
120.000

10074.6272

100.000

96.592

80.000
10074.55
60.000
10074.4877

10074.5

10074.4875

10074.4875
40.000

10074.45

20.000
8.636

10074.4
Maxiter=25

Maxiter=50

4.921
Maxiter=75

0.004 0.000
Maxiter=100

Figure 6: The value of Min.cost and STD for Case 3
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10100

10074.4884

10200

10075.6464

10300

10078.8312

10400

10154.8178

Total fuel cost ($/h)

10500

10113.3723

10600

Maxiter=100

10074.5144

Maxiter=75

10105.7951

Maxiter=50

10475.2211

Maxiter=25

10000
9900
9800
Mean.cost

Max.cost

Figure 7: The value of Mean.cost and Max.cost for Case 3
The observation from both Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the more quantity of Maxiter increases the more value in
term of Min.cost, Mean.cost and Max.cost decrease. Specifically, there is a slightly decrease of Min.cost at Maxiter
50 comparing with the case of 25. The optimal value of Min.cost reach at Maxiter 75. In addition, the SDT value
decrease dramatically form 96.592 down to 8.636 while the Maxiter increases from 25 to 50. And, at the Maxiter
100, the value of STD showed at Figure 1 is only 0.004. In the Mean.cost, the decrease of this value is only clear
while the quantity of Maxiter increases from 25 to 50, for the next increase of Maxiter, the decrease still exists but it
is not noticeable. In term of the Max.cost, this value decreases dramatically from 10475.2211 ($/h) down to
10113.3723 ($/h) while the quantity of Maxiter increases from 25 to 50. When the quantity of Maxiter becomes
greater the Max.cost continuously goes down. However, the rate of decrease is not the same as the circumstance that
Maxiter increases from 25 to 50.

Table 3: The comparison of Min.cost value given by HBO with the other methods for Case 3
Method
Min. cost ($/h)
LCPSO [13]

10074.4875

LCPSO-CD [13]

10074.4875

LWPSO [13]

10074.4875

LWPSO-CD [13]

10074.4875

GCPSO [13]

10074.4875

GCPSO-CD9 [13]

10074.4875

GWPSO [13]

10074.4875

GWPSO-CD [13]

10074.4875

MADS-LHS [18]

10101.4753

MADS-PSO [18]

10101.8942

MADS-DACE [18]

10074.4875

LR-SSMU-CSS [21]

10,074.49

LR-SSMU- SSBS [21]

10,074.49

HBO

10074,4875
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The Table 3 above presented the Min.cost value given by HBO and many other methods. It is clear to see that in this
case both the power demand and heat demand is increased up to 225 MW and 125 MWth, respectively but HBO still
performs better than several other methods such as MADS-LHS [18], MADS-PSO [18], MADS-DACE [18], LRSSMU-CSS [21], LR-SSMU-SSBS [21]. The remaining other methods in Table 3 report the same value of Min.cost
as the one reached by HBO.
5.

Conclusion

In this study a new meta – heuristic algorithm called HBO is applied to solve the CHPED problem successfully. The
performance of HBO is evaluated through different case of studies. In each testing case, the optimal values given by
HBO are always more competitive than several other methods even while the power demand and heat demand are
continuously increased from low to high. Therefore, the authors have come to the conclusion that the HBO is a high
performance method for solving such CHPED problem. This paper shows a bright beginning for applied HBO to
deal with a typical problem in power system. Currently, the performance of HBO is quite good, but to be frankly,
the results given by HBO do not show a huge difference with most methods as compared. In the future, HBO can be
continuously improved and modified in order to deal with a range of large-scale optimal problems with more
complicated constraints involved. In addition, the new version of HBO will be expected to show a big performance
leap while comparing with the other meta-heuristic methods.
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